Wake Up, Sinnuh, Let the Glory In
SATB, unaccompanied

John Parker

Joyous, swing $\frac{j}{4} = \text{ca. 116} \ (\frac{j}{3} = \frac{3}{j})$
Solo (or SA unis.)

mf

Let the call go out___ to the end of the world:

SA

mf

Solo (or SA unis.)

Wake up, sin-nuh, let the glory in___ Let the banner of___ sal-va-tion

TB

Wake up, sin-nuh, let the glory in___ For the

be___ un-furled:

SA

Wake up, sin-nuh, let the glory in___ For the

TB

day is com-in’ with a might-y shout when the

Duration: 2:40
Lord of creation calls His people out!

Why don't you

Wake up, sin-nuh, wake up. Stop your livin' in sin, wake up.

Stop your livin' in sin, wake up.

Wake up, sin-nuh, let the glory in.

Solo (or TB unis.)

glory in. You never know when the Lord might appear.
Wake up, sin-nuh, let the glory in._ Solo (or TB unis.)

It could be a day._ it could

Wake up, sin-nuh, let the glory in._ You can be a year._

rest assured._ He's gon-na split the sky, so you

better get ready now before you die!

Why don't you

Wake up, sin-nuh, wake up.

Wake up, sin-nuh, wake up.

wake up, sin-nuh, wake up. Stop your liv-in’ in sin, wake up.

Stop your liv-in’ in sin.
Stop your livin’ in sin, wake up. Wake up, sin-nuh, wake up.

Wake up, sin-nuh, let the glory in. Wake up, sin-nuh, wake up.

Stop your livin’ in sin, wake up. Wake up, sin-nuh, wake up.

O sin-nuh, wake up, O sin-nuh, wake up!